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“Life begins when you get back up.” After the Fall 
 
September 2018 
 
Dear Pines Students, Staff, and Families, 
 
It’s my pleasure to welcome everyone to Pines ES! I hope you enjoyed a relaxing and rewarding summer.  
 
This year I am kicking off our Book of the Month with a book that’s a new twist on an old favorite, After the 
Fall : How Humpty Dumpty Got Back Up Again by Dan Satat. Have you ever wondered what happened to 
Humpty Dumpty after his fall? Even though we know that “All the king's horses and all the king's men, 
couldn't put Humpty together again,” do you ever wonder if maybe there was a brighter future for Humpty 
Dumpty after all? Using an emotive combination of humorous storytelling and vintage-inspired illustrations, 
Mr. Satat’s story explores Humpty Dumpty’s story from a whole new perspective. 
 
I love starting the school year with this story because it offers a unique perspective on one of the most 
difficult challenges we all will face throughout  our lives; getting back up after something goes wrong. 
Whether it be an argument with a friend, a pursuit that didn’t live up to our expectations, or a really big fall, 
we will all invariably suffer all sorts of setbacks. Yet, it’s not only what happens as we experience these kinds 
of challenging situations that matters, it’s also important to think about what we can do afterwards once we 
reflect upon the situation. We can then put steps in place that allow us to turn a situation around in an effort 
to have it lead to a more favorable outcome.  
 
As we all head back to a new school year,  I encourage teachers and parents to take some time to frame a few 
of your upcoming conversations with our young learners so that they understand the opportunities they will 
have to learn from their own falls. I also encourage you to help our students connect the dots between 
Humpty Dumpty’s story and what we’ve learned about applying a growth mindset in our own lives.  This 
"After the Fall," book trailer is a terrific way to get the conversation rolling.  
 
I look forward to seeing everyone at Open House on September 6th!  
 
Sincerely, 
Dr. DiMuzio 

Dr. DiMuzio 
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